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LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF TEXAS, § IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
TEXAS STATE CONFERENCE OF THE § 
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE § 
ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE § 
(NAACP) and RUTHANN GEER, § 

§ 
Plaintiffs, § 

§ 
vs. § TRAVIS COUNTY, TEXAS 

§ 
ROLANDO P ABLOS, Secretary of State For the § 
State ofTexas, and KEITH INGRAM, Director, § 
Texas Elections Division of the Secretary of State, § 

§ 
Defendants. § 98th JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

DECLARATION OF JOSHUA A. GELTZER IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' 
APPLICATION FOR A TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER AND TEMPORARY 

INJUNCTION 

I, Joshua A. Geltzer, hereby declare the following under penalty of perjury: 

1. I submit this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Application for a Temporary Restraining 
Order and Temporary Injunction in the above-captioned matter. 

2. I am an expert on cybersecurity and counterterrorism law, policy, and operations. I am 
currently employed as the founding Executive Director of the Institute for Constitutional 
Advocacy and Protection at Georgetown University Law Center. I also serve as a Visiting 
Professor ofLaw at Georgetown, and as a fellow in the International Security Program at 
New America. 

3. Previously, I served in a series of positions in the United States Government focused on 
national security. From 2015 to 2017, I served as Senior Director for Counterterrorism at 
the National Security Council. Before that, I served as Deputy Legal Advisor to the 
National Security Council and as Counsel to the Assistant Attorney General for National 
Security at the Department of Justice. In each of these roles, and especially in the latter 
two, my responsibilities included legal and policy issues associated with cybersecurity 
and the protection ofsensitive information on computer networks. A true and correct 
copy ofmy curriculum vitae is attached hereto as Exhibit A. 

4. In my opinion, Defendants' release ofdata from the Texas statewide computerized voter 
registration files to the Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity without 
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requiring from the Commission any commitments for keeping that data secure would 
leave Texas voters' private information particularly appealing and vulnerable to hackers, 
including those acting in association with foreign powers. This is so for at least three 
reasons. 

5. First, voter data has been, and continues to be, a particular target for hackers, meaning 
that the sharing ofsuch data inherently raises cybersecurity risks not necessarily 
associated with other information. This is a consensus view among those in the field of 
cybersecurity and national security. For example, former Secretary ofHomeland Security 
Michael Chertoff recently articulated this widely held assessment. A true and correct 
copy of Secretary Chertoffs column, downloaded from the Washington Post website, is 
attached hereto as Exhibit B. 

6. Second, the holdings ofFederal Government entities can represent a particularly 
attractive target for hacking because hackers previously have demonstrated such entities' 
security measures to be inadequate. I know this based on my experience working on 
cybersecurity matters in the Federal Government as well as based on public reporting of 
incidents, including the Federal Government's own public pronouncements, such as its 
acknowledgement in June 2015 that the Office ofPersonnel Management (OPM) had 
been successfully targeted in a data breach affecting the records of millions of 
individuals. In the absence of public commitments by the Commission to protect data 
provided to it, hackers will see the transfer ofdata to the Commission as an invitation to 
continue to exploit weaknesses. 

7. Third, the vastness of the Commission's request and the Commission's apparent intent to 
aggregate the data provided in response to it-that is, the effort to acquire a huge amount 
of sensitive data and hold it in a single, high-profile place-increases cyber threats to the 
data. The Commission is attempting to collect data from every state in the nation and then 
centralize the data in a single repository managed by the Executive Office of the 
President. This centralization ofdata increases the appeal-and therefore the risk-of 
hacking by reducing the burden on hackers who seek to penetrate voter data systems. 
This is true even if some or all the same information could, at least in theory, be acquired 
in some other manner or from some other source(s), because amassing all of it in a single. 
high-profile, purportedly authoritative place materially heightens the appeal and payoff 
associated with hacking that one storage location. 

8. Defendants could and should demand that the Commission undertake certain basic steps 
in order to protect Texas voters' data ifit is to be shared with the Commission. Those 
steps include encryption of the data while in transit and in storage; the requirement of 
multi-factor authentication to access the data; restriction ofaccess to a clearly defined 
and minimally necessary list of authorized individuals with separate user accounts; 
credible and independent audits of the database; and air-gapping of the database. A true 
and correct copy ofa recent column in which two coauthors and I outline these five steps, 
downloaded from the Hill website, is attached hereto as Exhibit C. 
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9. In my opinion, if Defendants do not require the Commission to institute adequate 
protective measures, release of the data to the Commission will immediately invite 
privacy and security violations for Texans' whose data is shared. If the security of that 
data is compromised, the injuries that could befall Texans range from unwanted 
commercial solicitation, to personalized harassment, to identity theft, to attempts by 
foreign powers to meddle in the administration of elections held in the United States. 

10. I would do my best to make myself available to the Court and the parties in the case to 
elaborate on the opinions stated herein. 

My name is Joshua A. Geltzer; my date ofbirth is February 7, 1983; my office address is 600 
New Jersey Avenue NW, Washington, D.C., 20001; and I declare under penalty ofperjury that 
the foregoing is true and correct. 

Executed in Washington, D.C., on the 281
h day of September, 2017. 
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